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The propagation characteristics of uniform, cylindrical plasma columns of circular cross 
section in axial, constant magnetic fi elds are determined. The ratios (plasma wavelength)/ 
(free-space wavelength) and (power flowing in the plasma)/(power flowing outside) are 
evaluated and d iscussed as functions of t he diameter/wavelength ratio and of the plasma 
permittivity, for propagation of circularly symmetrical modes. Brillouin diagrams are also 
derived and compared with the results predicted by the quasi-static approximation. The 
analysis is for a nonattenuating plasma, but formulas giving the attenuation due to electron
molecule collisions are also included. 

I . Introduction 

A magneto-ionic cylindrical plasma column in a static axialm.agnetic field may efficiently 
propagate an electromagneLic wave. This fact may be of importance in interpreting phenom
ena like plasma oscillations and atmospherics, and in designing new m ethods for plasma diag
nostics and millimeter wave generation. 

Whereas various authors have derived Lhe characteristic equation both for a straight 
column of circular cross section [Akhiezer et aI., 1958] and for an infinite slab [SchW11ann, 
1958] of uniform plasma, no detailed discussion o( the propagation characteristics is given, 
except under the so-called "quasi-staLic" approximation [Smullin and Chorney, 1958; Trivel
piece and Gould, 1959] . 

In such an approximation the propagat ion wavelength must be much less than the free
space wavelength, a condiLion usually fulfilled only when plasma transverse dimensions are 
much smaller than the free-space wavelength . 

Our analysis, in sLead, is concern ed with the solu tion of the exact characterisLic equation, 
wri tten for the propagation o( circularly symmetrical modes in a uniform, nonaLtenuating 
plasma of circular cross secLion; the permittivity tensor is chosen as constant parameter for 
eaeh solution. W' e have found it convenient Lo plot our results as the ratios (plasma wave
length) / (free space wavelength ) and (power flowing in the plasma)/(power flowing outside) 
versus the diameter /wavelength ratio . 

Using these results we have also derived the plots of angular frequency versus wave number 
for each mode (Brillouin diagrams), assuming constant values for the plasma and cyclotron 
frequencies . These diagrams are similar to those obtained using the quasi-static approxima
tion, except for a few features, which will be described. 

A final section is devoted to the attenuation formulas, when the electron-molecule col
lisions are taken into consideration . 

2 . Plasma Dielectric Constant 
-) 

The dielectric constant of a uniform plasma in a constant magnetic field B is a tensor 
II Ell, defined by the relationship : 

(1) 

1 Sponsored by the Air Force Cambridge Researcb Center of the Air Rerearch and Development Command, United States Air Force, througb 
its European Office. 
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where D is the electric displacement and E is the electric field . 
~ 

If the field B is directed along the positive z axis (i, l = 3) , the Eit components clue to the 
electron motion alone are given, for zero agitation and drift ycloci tics, by the expreSSlOllS 
[Allis, 1956]: 

I 
(2) 

Here Pc is the electron collision frequency (assumcd to be velocity independent), w is the angular 
frequency of the applied field (well above the ion gyrofrequencies, so that the ion contributions 
111 ay be neglected), Wp is the angulfLr plasma frequency (=-,,ine2 jmEo, n being the electron den
sity, m and e the electron mass and charge, and EO the free space per illittiyit,y) and Wb is the 
angular eyolo tron frequency (= eB 1m). 

IiVhen p~« w2 and P~«(W- Wb) 2, the above formula s bCCOllW : 

(3) 

Since the collision frequency Pc is proportional to the gas preSSLl1'e , the above inequalities are 
fulfilled, whenever the pressure is sufficiently low ; we assume throughout the paper that this 
is always the case. 

W< { W, 
Wb III 

m 

W, } 
<W<Wc 

Wb 

FIGURE 1. Regions of permitted and for bidden El and 
<3 values. 
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The propagitLion characteristics will be first investigated flssumUlg vc = O (and then 
f;' = f~' = E~' = 0), fl condition which provides propagation without losses. Later we shall 
compuLe the losses, removing this assumption , but still considering the E" terms small compared 
to the E ones. 

From (3) one ca,n derive the following relationship between El, fZ, E3: 

E~= ( E I- 1) ( El- E3). (4) 

It is convenient to assume El and E3 itS the independent variables of ollr problem. These dielec
tric constant components are functions of 0), W p and W b ; the n mge oJ values that El and E3 may 
have is shown in figure l. In this figure we have divided the plane of possible values in five 

~ regions: a separate discussion of the prop flgation characteristics will be presen ted for each 

regIOn. In the figure a new convenien t frequency W e, defin ed flS ,/w;+ w~ , has also been 
in troduced. 

3. Propagation in a Cylindrical Column 

vVe assume a cylindrical plasma of circular cross section in an iufini te free space. The 
plasma is uniform and in steady state conditions; i ts axis is pa,rallel to the static magnetic field 
direction (z= axis). Oul' flnalysis is h er e limited to the propagation of circularly symmetrical 
modes, namely to the propagation of fields without azimuthal dependence. 

In a cylincll'icitl orthogonal syste m of coorclil1fltes (p,<p, z) these fi elds arc [Epstein, 1956] 
inside the plasma: 

(5) 

H z= j ~o [A 1g1J O(:2·I P!R) + hg2 J O(X2P/R)] 

H p=-2~R zO' [AI fD. J 1(xI P/R )+A z ~ J l(x2P/R )] 
" 0 0 1'1 :2 2 

outs ide the plasma: 

(6) 

I-Iz=j Zl CJ(o(xo pjR ) 
uo 
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where 

R=~=radius of the plasma cylinder 

a=~=free space i\o to guided i\g wavelength ratio 
g 

Zo= free space characteristic impedance 

J o, J"Ko, K ,=Bessel functions , according to McLachlan symbolism [McLachlan, 1955]. 

2'Tf-R (2 )'. Xo=- a - I ' 
AD 

l 
I 
I 

(7) 

It is desired that the fields outside the plasma decay radially to zero at infinity. Since K o 
is analogous to a negative exponential only when the argument is real positive, then Xo must be 
real, and consequently a 2> 1. 

The condition that the tangential fields be continuous at the plasma boundary gives the 
following transcendental equation, which determines the unknown quantity a 2 : 

(8) 
where 

g, 1 - ~ 1 +4E3( E, - 1)a2/( El - E3)(a2- 1F (10) 
T 92 1 + ~1+4E3( E,- 1 )a2/( E' - E3)(a2- 1) 2' 

Equation (8) is the characteristic equation of our propagation problellL Its solutions will 
be discussed in the next section, 

4 . Wavelengths in Plasma Guided Propagation 

For the solution of (8) and a survey of the results it is important to lmow the behavior 
of F(Xo,O,Ea) as a function of Xo, for different 02 values, This is plotted in figure 2 and in figure 
3 for positive and negative €3 values respectively. Important points on the Xo axis are x~m\ 
JI. <m) (0), and v<m) (o,€a), which are the mth nonzero solutions of the equations: 

In(x~m) ) = o "' 

1 J,(JI. <m) 8) _K,(J1. <m» l 
B J o(J1. <m) o) K o(J1. cmJ ) (11) 

f 3 J,(v<mJ 8) _K,(v<m» J 
B J o(v<m) 8) K oVm» 
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If 02~+CX), then p. (m) an d lJ (",)~x~m)/o~O . If 02~O, p. (>n) and lJ(m)(~3>0)~x;m)/n ~CX), 

lJ (m)( ~3<0)~X;m- J ) /0~CX) when m~ l , wh er eas lJ (l) (~3< 0 ) r emains fini te. 
It is convenien t to represen t the solution.s of (8) as r ela tive wavelengths AgJ'Ao= l / a versus 

dlAo for different se ts of ~l and ~3 values. For this pmpose we have proceeded as follows: 
1. From a set of r eal ~ J, ~3 and a 2 values the corresponding o~, 0: and T values are computed. 
2. The Xo solutions of (8) are determined. More than one Xo value may b e fOlmd; in this 

case for each solution there is a differen t fi eld configmation, that is called propagation mode. 
Since F (xo,+ o, ~3)=F(xo,- 0 , ~3), no sign ambiguity results in taking the square roo t of 02• 

3. The corresponding dlAo are obtained from the equation: 

(12) 

32 "0 1+ 181 

82<0 1<,1<181 
<,+181 

~ 
82 <0 £3 · IS \ 

82=_ 0:> 0 

r I 1 J..illl 
/-L[rJ ;CrJ xt21 v·1 

<3 82 , 0 <,+101 
r 0 ' 0 

T8T T8i 

' 0 

FIGU RE 2. B ehavior oj F Ve l'SUS Xo for <3> 0 and 
dijJel'ent 02 vahws. 

FIGURE 3. Behavior of F versus Xo for <3< 0 and 
different 02 values. 

The computations are repeated for the same ~ l and ~3 , but for differen t a 2 values b etween unity 
and infini ty. 

The analysis of (8) for arbi trary ~ l and ~3 values would be unnecessarily general. W e h ave 
then restricted om investigation only to the sets of values, which may be found in the five 
significan t regions shown in figure 1. The follo wing results h ave been ob tained. 

1. In r egion I (see appendix A and fig. 4) no propagation of the mth mode is possible for 
d/Ao values smaller than: 

(13) 

At this cu toff condition Ag = Ao; for larger dlAo values propagation t akes place with a Ag con
tinuously decreasing towards the infinite plasma value: 

(14) 

This limit r epresents the well-known propagation of a TEM plane uniform wave, with a right
hand circular polarization. In fact, at this limit, the Ep and E 'P components become equ al 
and 90 0 out of phase. These curves have the same shape, as those for propagation in the 
dielectric waveguides; moreover , by se t ting ~1 = ~3 = ~ into (13) and (14) we obtain exactly th e 
cu toff condition and th e fre e sp ace propagation wavelength for dielectric waveguides, TEom or 
TIVI om modes. 
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F IGURE 4. Wavelength ratios Ag/ Ao versus di AD in 
region I . 
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F IGURE 5. TV avelcngth m tios AJ AD versus d/>-o i n 
region III . 

F IGURE 6. Wavelength ratios Ag/ AD versus di AD in 
regions I V and V . 

2. In region II no propagation is ever possible (see appendix A). 
3. In region III (see appendix A and fig. 5) an infinite number of propagation modes exist. 

All the AJ Ao versus dlAo curves start from tho origin, the initial slopes being 7rl v(m)(o", ), where 
0'!, = - E3/ El' Unity wavelength ratios are attained at the same (diAD)' defined by (13) . How
ever, when the Ag curves have the hook shape shown in figUTe 5, propagation takes place also 
at larger dlAo ratios. In this case we have two wavelength ratios for each diAD condition; in 
general the group velocities of these two possible waves are opposite. The group velocity is 
zero at the maximum dlAo (points A ). 

4. In region IV (see appendixes Band C and fig. 6), as in region III, an infinite number of 
propagation modes exist and all the Agl AD versus di AD curves start from the origin, the initial 
slopes being 7rl v(m)(o", ). Here, however, propagation is possible over the entire diAD range; 
the curves have positive slopes and approach, as dIAD~ro, an horizontal asymptote which is the 
same for all modes, except for the mode of the lowest xo solu tion. 

5. In region V (see again appendixes Band C and fig. 6) we h ave at most one Ag(Ao versus 
di AD curve for each pail' of El ,E3 values. Tho curve has the same behavior as the CUTves found 
in region IV. The initial slope is 7rl v(l ) (0", ). The curve may exist only if €lE3> 1, which in 
the frequency domain corresponds to the wb< w< wcl.f2< wp range. 

The above discussed results coincide, in the AgIAo< < 1 region, with those given by the 
quasistatic a,pproxim ation. 
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5 . Brillouin Diagrams 

K eeping El and E3 fiS constant parameters in the :Maxwell equations, it has been possible 
to solve the di spersion equation using a lengthy but straightforward procedure. Brillouin 

diagrams ({J=~: versus k= 27r/AO= W/C, C being the light velocity) fLre, instead, more difficult to 

derive, because El fLnd E3 are function s of frequency. 
In order to obtain these diagrams from the previous section curves we must solve the 

following system: 

(15) 

2 

For tlt i let Ll S keep constant the ra tio a= Wg and choose all the pairs of El and E3 values, 
Wp 

,,"hicb satis!:y th e relationship: 
a(I - E3) - E ~ 
a(1 - E3) - 1 · 

(16) 

Then the first equation of the system (15) provides, in the Brillouin kd versus {3d plane, 11 set 
of curves, E3, and a being constant for each curve. These curves will intercept the horizontal 
lin es: 

(17) 

which represent the third equation of the fLbove system (15), k pd being the plaslntl, density 
pfLrameter wpd/c. For given values of the frequency independent parameters a fLncl k pd, these 
intercepts at different E3 values describe the Brillouin curves: 

(18) 

Typical Brillouin diagrams are plotted in figures 7 and 8 for k pd = 3.5 and for two a values, 
the first chosen in the a> 1 region (a = 2.25 ), the second in the a< 1 region (a = O.5 ). 

It is in teresting to compare these curves with the corresponding curves obtained by 
Gould and Trivelpiece [1959} and by Smullin fLllcl Chorney [1958] using the so-called quasi
static approximation. Th ese authors have studied the more general case of a circular wave
guide partially filled wi th plasma; fro lll their results the curves to be used in our case ftre easily 
derived by set ting the waveguide diameter equal to infinity. 

0: 0. 5 

Kd 

3 0 4 0 12 16 20 
I3d 

2. 

FI GU RE 7. Rrillollin diagrams J01. :1 = 2.25 and kod = 
3 .. 5. 

FIGU R E 8. Rr'illollin diagmms for a = O.5 and 
k od = 3.5. 
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No significant difference is found in the behavior of the Brillouin diagrams in the w< wv 
region (kd < lcpd). In this region all the led versus (3d curves start from the origin and approach 
asymptotically the value k pd or lebd, whichever is smaller, except the first solution mode 
which, when Wp > Wb, approaches the asymptotic value ked/..j2= (k~d2 +k~ d2)!/..j2. 

A behavior slightly more complicated than predicted from the quasi-static approximation 
is found in the w> wp region. Here the curves start from different points of the kd=(3d line 
between k pd and ked and approach the asymptotic value le pd or le bd, whichever is larger. The 
slopes of these curves may be positive, negative, or partially positive and partially negative, 
so that the waves can be forward or backward. It is worth noting that in the quasi-static 
approximation all these waves are always backward. 

The following details can be added to the discussed featmes in the w> wp region. 
(a) The starting points on the kd= (3d line are given from the simple relation: 

I l= k d.Jn+ (1+ p)2 
ICG p - l + p 

where 
p= [le1,cl/:2Xcim ) F· 

(b) When Wb> Wp the wavc of a given mode is always forwflrcl if: 

(19) 

(20) 

If this condition is no t satisfied, the wave may bc backward, or start at low (3d values as for
ward and change to backward at large (3et values. 

For a plasma, which, instead of being stationary, has a uniform drift motion Uo along 
the z axis, the Brillouin diagrams are obtained from the above ones by substituting the Doppler 
shifted frequency w- (3uo to the signal frequency w. Om results are thus translated into the 
phase characteristics of space charge and transverse field waves of an electron beam. In 
this way they are useful for studies of traveling-wave and parametric amplification tubes. 

6. Power Flow 

The power flowing inside the plasma and the power flowing outside arc obtained by 
integration of the Poynting vector over the resp ective areas. 

The z component of this vector inside the plasma is 

N 3G1G2 J 1 (xI P/R ) J 1 (X2P/R) ] 
glg2X1X2 J O(Xl) J O(X2) 

(21 ) 

where, for symmetry and simplicity, we have introduced the new symbols: 

(22) 

The z component of the Poynting vector outside the plasma is 

Sg = aD2 (27rR)2 [(G1_ Gz) 2+(GI_ G2)2] . \ Ki(~op/R). 
Zo AO gl gz Xo Ko(xo) 

(23) 
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·When integrations arc performed , the ratio between the inside and outside powers can be 
written a : 

( P v) +(Pv) +(Pv) 
Pa I Pa 2 Pa 3 

(24) 

where 

(25) 

The three te1'l11.S of (24) are respecLively proportional to th e power transported by the 
field components of amplitude AI, by the field components of ampli tude A2 and by their mutual 
in teraction (with reference to the expressions (5». 

The P v/P a ratio is always real, also in the region where o~ and 0: are complex; in fact, in 
this region Xl and X2, gl fmel g2, NJ and }\.T2, G1 and G2 are all co mplex conj ligates, so that the 
resulting (P v/P a ) I and (Pv/P a)2 arc complex con jugates too, and their sum is real, as it is the 
third term (Pp/P ah 

·30 ('p) 
10 LOGIO "Pc; 

F I GU RE 9. P ower flow !'atios p "/P. versus d/ Ao in 
region I . 
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FrGURE 10. Power flow ratios P "/P. versus d/ Ao in 
region III. 
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FIGU RE 11. Powel' flow mtios P piP a versus d/ Ac in 
region IV. 
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The ratios P p/P a versus d/AO have been computed and plotted in figures 9, 10, and 11 for 
the same ~l and ~3 values used in the nUlIlerical solutions of the characteristic equation, with the 
exception of the first solution in thc ~3<0 region. 

The ratios for this first solution have been evaluated in the limiting cases of zero and 
infinite d/AO values and have resulted much smaller than unity. Tho practical interest of this 
mode seems then very scarce; for this reason the complete CLU" ves have not been evalu ated. 

A few more r emarks seem worth mentioning: 
1. The Poynting vector has also a nonzero 1> component, so that the power is actually 

flowing helically around the z direction. 
2. In region III the power flow inside the plasma may be backward. In this caso, if 

P p>P a wc have an "average" backward wave, if P p<P a an "averagc" forward wavc. Thc 
points labeled A in figure 5, where the group velocity is zero, correspond to the points A in 
figure 10 where P p= P a, so tha t, although power is actually flowing separatcly inside and 
outsidc the plasma, thc total flow is zero. 

3. Also in region V the power flow in thc plasma may be backward, although the total 
power is flowing forward, being P pP a• 

7 . Attenuation Coefficient 

The attenuation coefficient a for the wave propagation is rela ted to the power dissipated 
by losses per unit length Pa by the well-known formula: 

1 Pa 
a= Z p p+Pa' 

(26) 

We neglect the losses in the dielectric surrounding the plasma (usually air) and assume that 
the fields are those we have computed in the previous paragraphs, neglecting losses. In this 
case thc losses are only duo to the imaginary terms of the plasma dielectric constan t and Pa 

is given by: 

(27) 

By means of (1) and (2), and recalling that Ep and E <p flre 90 0 out of phase, this becomes: 

Substituting the field expressions and performing the integrations, we finally obtain: 

where: 

J I (Xl) J 1 (X2) 

y _ G2i [1 + J !(xl)]+ G2~ [1 + J !(X2) ] _ 4GI0 2 XI J;;(XJ- X2 J;(X;j 
gl JO(Xl) gz J O(X2) glgZ xi - rz 
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8. Conclusion 

B esid e gnrJn g procedme for the solu tion of th e characteristic equation of a uniform 
magneto-ionic plasma coluilln of circular cross section and computing the Ag/AO and P p/Pa 
values for a few typiClll cases, our analysis has provided the followin g results, not given by 
the previo lls quasi-sta,Lic an alyses : 

(1 ) Propagation lWl,Y take place in the Wp < W< Wb region , provided d/Ao is larger than a 
minimum cutoff value; in til is case, ftt d/Ao values sufficiently larger than Lhe cutoff value, 
power flow takes place ll1ftillly in the plasma (P p/Pa> l) . 

2. In the W> Wb,WP r egion we Inay have not only backward waves, but also forward waves. 
Backward waves carry m ost of the power inside the plasma. Here too propagation is possible 
only over a fmite range of d/Ao values. 

3. l iVhen W< Wp(f3< 0), in the ranges wher e co mputations have been performed, power 
flow in the first circularly symmetrical mode takes place mainly outside the plasma, whereas 
all other circularly symmetrical modes show large P p/Pa ratios. 

The au thors thank A. Lemma, who carried out the numerical computations, applying 
also elecLronic co mputin g techniques. Th e valuable help of Dr. A. Boschi is also acknowledged. 

9. Appendix A 

R egions I, IT , and III or" fi gure 1 have ill common the following feaLures : 
(a) 0< f3< 1; 
(b) o~ and o~ are always r eal; 
(c) o~::::;- l ( o~ versus a rises steadily from -00 at a = l to - 1 as a -'>oo) ; 
(d) - 1 ::::; 7::::; 0 (7 versus a r ises steadily from - 1 a t a = 1 Lo 0 as a -'>OO ). 
Inspection of figure 2 shows that in this case: 
(ft ) When 0~>0 there are ftn infinite number of Xo solu tions of (8); Lhe mth solution falls 

between /m) (oJ ) and ,u tm) (0, ) . As o~ -'>+ 00 this solu tion vanishes (xo"-' X~"') /01 ) and as o~ 0 it b e
co mes infinite (xo~xim) / 01 )' In the 7= 0 limit (a -'>oo) th e Xo solu tions become equftl to p(m)(OI) ' 

(b) vVheu 0~<0 , no soluLions of (8) exist. 
The above results determin e the behavior of the Xo versus a solutions, for given f l and f 3, 

i f we k now the characteristiC's of the o~ VOl sus a omves. These fl.l'e as follows: 
eel,) ]n region I , 02 drops frolll +00 at a = l to 0 at ao: 

Th e parameter o~ becomes negn,tive, when a > ao. 
(b ) In r egion II , o~ is alwll.,fs negative. 

(A- l) 

(0) In region III, o~ is always positive and drops from +00 at a = l to o~=-~ > 0 as a -)oo . 
fl 

10. Appendix B 
Regions IV and V, when: 

have in common the following feaLm es: 
(a) f3<0; 
(b) o~ and o~ are always 1'eell ; 

(B-l) 

(c) o~ and o~ versus a are r espectively the upper and lower branch es of a curve, th e shape 
of which is thfl,t of a dcfor mcd parabola wi th the vertex at a i and two horizontal asymptots 

2 2 / d 2 ) fOl" a -'>OO (01 Om= -f3 <I an O2-'>- 1 . 
(d ) 0 ::::; 7:::;:1 (. versus a drops from 1 at a i to 0 as a -'>oo) . 
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Inspection of figW'e 3 shows that in this case: 
(a) When 0~>0 , there is an infinite number of solutions. The smalles t Xo (first solution) 

falls between zero and /1)(01); as oc-~O , i t r em ains then finite. All the other Xo solutions rise 
instead to infinity as 0~~0 , because the mth solution always falls b etween x ;m-I) /0] and x~m) /0], 
if 0~<0 . In the 7= 0 limit (a~ro) the Xo solutions b ecome equal to p(m) (oro) . In the 7= 1 
limit (a = a;, o~ = o~), all the solutions go to infinity, except the first one which rem ains fini te ; 
in this limi t (8) becomes an identity and the solution is given by t he equation: 

(B- 2) 

(b ) When - f;~ 0~<0 , there is always one solution alone. This solu tion falls between 
zero and pO)(OI), and becomes equal to p(l)(Oro), as 7~0. 

(c) When Oi< - f;, there is one solution or no solutions dep ending on 7 being larger or 
smaller than : 

(B- 3) 

As 7~TO, xo~ro. 

H ere too the Xo versus a behavior can be derived from the above resul ts, whenever the 
characteristics of the o~ versus a cW'ves are known. The basic featW'es of these cW'ves are 

(a) In r egion IV, 0:;">0, so tha t there is always one region extending up to a = ro , wher e 
0~>0 . This region is the entire a ~ a t r ange, when : 

(B- 4} 

and is the a~ao range [see (A- I )], when f3> f~. 
(b ) I n region V, 0:;"<0 and then 0~<0 always. When 0:;"< - f;, no solu tions exist as 

a~ro , because T= O< TO; in this case, continui ty and regularity sugges t, as confirmed by 
extensive numerical computations, that no solutions exist at any a value. Propagation is 
then possible only if f] f3> 1 namely in the r egion : 

11 . Appendix C 

R egions IV and V, when a2<a~ , have in common the following features: 
(a) f3<0; 
(b) o~ and 0; are complex conjugates; 
(c) T is a complex number , andlTI = 1. 

(B- 5} 

It is convenient to transform (8) in to an equation of only real quan tities. F or this pur
pose, recalling that Bessel functions of complex conjugate argumen ts arc complex conjugates, 
we write: 

oi, 2=I Wexp ( ± 2j8 ) 1 
91.2=l gl exp (± j!J) . 

J o(01 .2xo)= So( 10Ixo, 8) exp [± .J¢'o( IOlxo,8)J J 

J 1 (01.2XO) = SI( lo!xo, 8 ) exp [±Jl!'J (101 xo. 8) J. 
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Equation (8) b ecomes: 

(C- 2) 

' iVhen an Xo solution exists in the a > a i r egion and it ends at a i with a finite value, Lhen 
this solution has a smooth continuation in the a < a i r egion. The Xo solution increases in Lhis 
case as a decreases and becomes infinite at the a root of the equation: 

IW+ €3 f 3 cos (tJ+8)-cos (tJ-8) 
-10-1- sin tJ (C- 3) 
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